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Qcidatikn of T•rani= Dioxide

by

V. G. Vlanov and A. F.. Bessonov

Urani,.i dioxide pLys an important role in the ;echirolo~j Lf cbtaining ý.etal-

lic uranium, ard is also used in rol: of nuclear fuel l-31. In roactors it functions

in oxidizing-reducini; c-nditions, and that is why the .tudy of the ctidetion process

of uraniui, dioxide is of -rýdter practical iz-portence. Con the other hand the reactioas

of UO2 o°ida tion re;,resent extrrnaly interesting examples for studying the kinetics

Lnd nrech-:ýia. cf -roce-ses in solid statee

The e&istir.n vitew~;ints .:ith reoiect to thi -ecLaninm of uraniu= dioxide oxidation

at a te=Lerature of ver 800 and the pba.e cunvwr,:Icas taking ;Iaco thereat can be

aproxinmately divided into forur 7oupst

Prio 3rd co-.rkers Lnd a number of other irws. atorrW-7 ass-rma, that in

the Anroces of oxidation irz rapidly formed a new phase, tbrough which diffusirn of

r-otal caticas doez tdke ulace, diffusion of cations travellinC to the surface. The

phase conversion schem assumed by them has the farm of TO-*tT4O9 -- #. u3Gr-1* u3O8-*

;ndersoa and co cxkersc-10] assume the following zcheme of phase cunversions

V(TJOý4- 4 CO 4Xbt0--- U~307; Aronson, Roof and Belle¶llj t-valuatinr thic mechanism

of dioxide oxid~ation assumne tcschema O eqC.e.i TV. U0--jV 3 03 ; Jl.-ckburn

and coworkers 112) assu~e that durine the oxidation of uraniu•t dioxide on the surfae-

is i..-nediately formad a tetragonal phase U3 0'. The process is limited by oqen

diffusion through that phase. They give the following scheme of phase conversions

In this woy there is no harmozW in the YSA%,s pertaining to ths mechanism of the
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oxidation of uraaium dioxide and the scheme of phase conversicns. In this connectios

it is necessary to further accu-mlate ex;erimental data.

It is lawwnfl3-157 that. as a rule, the addition of alkali metal carbonates aceler-

rates the processes of reduci.r with hydrogencarbon monoxide and sclid carbon.

Informations on tae effoct of carbonates and foreign oxides on the rate of oxida-

tion of lower oxide into higher,hbve not been discovered in literature. "he lmowled$.

of the mechanisra of effect of =all additions is of absolute ,jractical aisd theoret-

ical importance.

In this relort are given results of kinetic oxidation of uranium dioxide in various

gaseous media. Si-ltaneouoly was Investigated the effect of admixtures of alkali

metal carbonates and Th02 , ZrO2 aaE "i02 oxides on the kinetic

characteristics of U02 oxidation process,

The properties of powdercs uranium dioxide depend to a lar6e extent upon the

methods of its obtainznatL2,161. In our experiment was investigated inactive uranium

dioxide, stable to air at room temperature. It was prepared by reducing uranoso-uranic

oxide with hydrogen (at a pressure of 800 = :1g) at 6000 for a period of ten hours@

After storing in open air at room temperature the coaposition of the dioxide

was V02. 0 4 . Accuracy of determining OU ratio was 0.01.

The investigation tas made in a high vacuum in.tallation (fig.l) having an arrange-

ment for continuous control of change in weight of the batch. The installation al-

lowed to create in the reacticn space in any sequence a vacuum, oxidizing and reducing

mediume

Additions of bicarbonates or oxides of foreign metals in the amount of 6% of

uranium dioxide weight were pulverized in an agate motar and thoroughly mixed with

U02 . The crucible with uraniwum dioxide batch (- 300 mg, specific surface of powder

2,7 mO/g) or a mixture of same with the addition was placed in the reaction tube and

fram the system was vacateS the air at roon temperature to 10"4mm Hgo The batch was
then dries at 1200 until the change in weight was stopped and a residual pressure
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of the order of 10-4 mm was attained, I I J-3
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After this the oven was taken out from the reaction tube 9 heated to given tenperafre

and again moved into the tube. Temperature wzýa controlled with Zn accuraq of 1 20.

Mien in the reaction space was established a given tempere ure, into the oven was sap.

food the gas-oxidizer at a certain definite pressure and the reading of weight indice-

tion time began. Pressure in the reaction space was kept constant with an aceuracy

of 1 0.5 mm Hg. The actual rate of the process was determined graphically by the tan-

gent of the angle of inclination of the tangent and dependence curve of the degree of

oxidation upon time. The apparent energy of activation was calculated by the Arrheniue

equation, X-ray structural analysis of intermediate and finite products of oxidation

was made by the DBbyt-Sherer method.

7ae ef fect o., tempera ture on the kinetics of uranium dioxide oxidation with, air

(V=200 = Hg) with oaizer-GaC circulation in the reaction space, wns investigated

in the range of from 165 to 8000. At 165-2600 urani,= dioxide oxidized into UO2o36+0.O5

and at 270-8000 into U02, 67 (Vý0 8 ). Temperatures of 260 and. 8000 are characteristic

by the fact that after the attal nt of indicated de~rees of oxidation further ada•k-

tion has not taken place, in spite of the fact that the experiment continued fccnothei

10 hrs. The results of investigations are shown in fig.20 In the range of from 165

to 2000 the initial period of oxidation is quite well described by equation

Agk 1  /
where 4g - gain in weight of batch; 'i time from beginning of experiment, kl-constaate

Starting with a certain moment of time'or the process is subjected to parabolic

time law Ag Ag,+k.

where -o - gain in weight of batch to the -oment of timrro; k2-constare;

At 270-3900 on the curves in the coordinates the degee, of oxIdation-tim.

exist horizontal sections at OfU = 2936 ± O.0•5 On the rate/deaee of coidation depen.

d3ace curves are observed several mininm $s the first one at .O5%p second -8Wl tbifd

- 97% Finally, approximately at 37% of cmidation the curves havs vw kJ namd



inflea tiona.

The dependence of the rate of the process upon air Pressure was invostigated at

3400 (figo3). In the interval of susary oomposoitiobs of solid phases 9, 047-U0 2 o36± 0.O5

at an air pressure of 2.5-100 =a Hg, is valid equation.

- 3 alp

In this zone of s~lid phase coposition ,. at pressures of 100-060 mm US the rate

of oxidation v = al* P

At a more cox1lete oxidation the rate/pressure dopendence is observed only at

values of the latteijof lers than 30 - Hgo

See Attach pace 5a for Figure 2

Fig.2*Oxidation isotherms of uranium dioxide with oxygen(atnospheria)
At constant air pressure of 200 mr Hg).

Tha values of apparent energy of aotivation at various degrees of oxidation weres

De•'ee of Oxidation,% 28 37 .52 54 74 88 90

Activation energ' 3496 27,8 43,8 27,8 34,6 45,6 3994kca/mol

The experimentally found uranium dioxide density was found tobe equal to

1098 g/cmr, and of the lower and hieher oxides, obtained as result of oxidation -

8,37 W/c , The volume of lower and higher oxide in the c-iacible was 193 time &reat.

?Th-rT-6J-2.'-l4l 5
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or than the voliuma of the initili dioxides

7he kinetics of U% oxidation with W-0

San was inve3tigated at a range of frcm

125 to 3300 at P02=00 ro 1ig.Rtesults are

given in fig.49 %t 125-1160 oxidation 3 does. ., t

into U02,, where x<_ 0.25. In the ranee . •

from 1_50-to 2000 is observed a sudden oxi-

dation into U02.60 cide after which the

reaction is Iractically off. At 200-2600
Fiz.3.Dependence of rate of oxidation of

there is also a sudden occurrence of the Oraniura dioxide ul~on the concentration of
atnospheric oi7oen at 3400. ::.bers on cur-

lrocess w:ith the f£rr-ation of 10,- 60 fur- yes designate perccniace of oxidation.

thor o:idation takes place at vory low rate . In the range from 260-3000 the oxida-

tion into 1;02.6 is rapid (at 3000 it is off within one minute). Cxidation of uranium

dioxide, preoxidized by 1.5-19%, is also sadden,but the value of the Jun is somewhat

lowers
Rako C . SG1Jjz>9kt The effect of alkali metal carbouate ad-

0 // I X&.e2s" oai
"• mixtures on the kinetic charactcristica

,, _ .__ of uranium dioxide oxidation by air was
Vinvestigated at 15-3300% *he air pessure in

all experiments was 400 9M :•. Results are

,. ~~e4of
given in fis.5. At 1850 the addition of

K2C03 reJuces somewhat the rate of the pro-

cess, the nature of the kinetic curve re -

SFiG.4.Dependence of the de~ree of ure- mains unchangeA, just as without the addiio',.

nium dioxide oxidation upon the duration At 3300 additions of carbonate& ca-
of the experimmt at various temperatures
(oxygen pressare 100 =n Hg). side, ably accelerate oxidation after attaining

in solid phases a ratio of 0WU a 2,36 - 0.0±5. SiMiltaneouslY there is.a change in the

nature of degree of oxidatibi/time dependences the horizontal secticn dishppeaieu



the section which occurs during oxidation without addition. Thc accelerating effect

of carbonate additions rise in the series K2CC:, *a2 CO3 . I4 2 C03 .

In addition the following exieripients were made. Pure urniwum dioxide and dioxide

with an adxixture of potassium carbonate was first annealed in vacuo (10- r.= Hg) at 9000

for a .eriod of two hours. Oxidation followed- at 3 3 0c3 In this case introduction of

potassiun carbonate slows down the -mcess*

Invebti~ated was also oxidation of urarnium dioxide in ;rcz•ece of titenium.zir-

conium and thorium dioxidle adn.xtures.

At first urai-um dio:ide with and without ac"ii:tures cxid'ized at 3300 (fig.6).

The rate of the Droce5s in presence of adznixture rises con-iderably fra the =oement

when further a.:idation of the U0 2 ,3± 0.05 pheae beans; the rcceler,-+tia- effect riSe

in the folliwin2 rc-uences Mh02 , Zr•2 111O2. In the :,resznce of 7hO•, ZZO2 additions

there is a sharp reduction in horizontal section of the deGee of oxidation curve. Whene

TiO2 is added this section disappears cor-pletelyeand oxidation is 'scmawhat accelera-

ted even at OsU ratiou in solid phases of less than 2036 0, 0005,

I. /6'a:

01 ~~•, .41 .81 12 a 2 P S

Fig.5elsother= of uranium dioxide oxidation with au4aone ie

o:qgen at 1850 (1 and 2) and at 3300 (3-6) without additions (2 & 3) with

In s,-.bseque,.t experiments with uranium dioxide with ayl .without admixture the

sample v:as first calcined (annealed) In Tacuo (I0"4 =* F, at 9000 for a period a

two hours, (datm was also c d out at 330° In this case the aaiti0n of ThO2



slows down the process of U02 oridation into Un,360.• and accelerates further o=I-

dation, Addition of Ti02 reduces somewhat the rate of the process during transforms-

tion- from U02 .3610.05 to U02 ,67.

1 A 4
427 0o

Fig.6,Iotherrs of uranium dioxide oxidation.with anospaerio oxygen
at temperature of 3300 without admixture (1), with adzixturess ThO2 (2);
Zro2 (3); n0 2 (4).

Data of kinetic investigations,aspplamented with results of x-ray structural ana-

lysis, allow to --ugest the following scheme of phase conversions for the range of

260-39004

U(>2 . 4  ~ ,0 3 5 ... U(>2.36±0.0.5 ---4 , 6" U026-.' *%67

"which is found to be in perfect ogTeement with the sequency principle of chemical

conversions as stated by A.A.Baykovl7'1.

In the first stag~e of oxidation the enrichnent of solid phase with oxygai takes

place without phase conversions, the process develops in the presence of one conden"-'-

sed phase, the composition of which changes contimaously from UO2,o to U02 + Max-

(value XzaX depands upon temperature). Further reaction with cxygen leads to ctrig-

nation of new phase U0 2 ,25 and the conversion is realized in the ;resence of two con-

densed constant composition phases. From the view point of structural chz• es on those

stases takes place thc introduction of axgsn. into the cubical lattie. rat .

?FT-TT-63-102/l.28



dioxide (ctderlecs in first stage and ordered in second) L18-2613. TLhe third stage of

oxidation is corected with the conversion of U, 2 .5 oxide into %936±0.0050

It is evident from the above mentioned kinetic curves (see fig,2*5p6),that there

is a whole series cf te Tragonal phases (U02, 3 2 , UO2 97. U02, 4 1 ) which is in confor-

mity with data of other investigator ar, 11, 12, 21 and 22]. The slight bent at a

degree of oxidation1;37% is explained, apparently, by the fact, that the tetraGonal

phase originates by adding oxygen atoms into the U02,2. structure (UM ) with cnal-

derable crystallostructural changese

The dircct prcorticnality of the rate of thz proeess to pressure (w=alp) at

- 2,5 - 100 rm Iqg points toward the Knudsen =rchanisa of o=yen transfer in chan-

nels of v-ry smll cross section. The appearancn at pressures of over 100 =n Hg of a

dependence v = a2al P.,parentlzr can be explained by the fact, that the oxyen iaole-

cule durinG couvcrsioa iato conlan~ed phase dissociates into ato4[3.24J.

The ý17sical pictuare of the followin• stages of oxidation can be given within

frames of new phase nuclei formation vTocesses and in processes of their further growth,

H~rizontal section on curves fig.2, 5 and 6 correspond to the induction period, the

duration of which rises with in temperature and pressure. The UO2,6t, phase for

ming in the process of oxidation has lower density, that is why its volume in canla-

rison with the volume of the initial dioxide increases and it has Grzater porosity

and better gas permeability which facilitates th~Ielivery of oxygen to the place of

reaction.

In the range of from 165 to 2600 the process of oxidation corresponds to three

first stages of the above described scheme , whereby the phase ratios are here less

clearly expressed. Abcve 4000 tetragonal phases become dispropertioned into U02125

and UO21,.X.M[18. 2.] and cosequently the process of uranium dioxide oxidation in

the zone of from 400-800 can be represented by the follUwinG scheme

%•.04-`1 UC'+ --+ U"2.25-* %. .&-bx___ 'J.•7•

Z-ray structural analysis datat261 of products of various oxidation stages

~-. 9



are In confcr-rty with the proposed phase conversions schmes.

It was mentioned above that oxidation of % in an oxygen atmosphee in the rngs

of from 1504200e transforms :nto U0 2 *6 ±t+ The thermal effect of the reaction 3U02 * 02

U 308 equals 84 kcal/mol 0E271, For the purpose of comparison It can be shown. that

the thermal effect of reaction of carbon oonbustion into C02 equals 94 kcal/mol 02

Because of the liberation of a considereb le ozount of heat during the oxidation of

uranium dioxide into U3 08 there are local ovorheotings in sclid phaceso which causes

a sharp rise in the rate of the process in these points, Thanks.to this several sa-

.mltanecus ,hase conversions are -ossible. When in the ceater of the particle develops

only the fix.-t stage of mxidationtotal omdation may bc concluded on the surfa or.

account of the heat, liberating thereat, the first phase conversion etc is acceleratede

This explains the culden development of the process in the above mentioned ranae of

temperatures. ITeciminary low temper3ture oxidation of uranium dioxide into U02 ,10 -

U02 , 13 reduces the value of the jump, since the therml effect of transition U02.0.

2.1,-__TU02,6± is lower than the therimal effect of conversion of U02.O4---*U0 2 ,6xO

The irhibiting effect of a K2CO3 addition on the process of U02 oxidation at

1859, apparently, can be explained by the followinc. At such a low temperature is

hiably improbable the ni-ration of potassitut ions from the Crystalline lattice of car-

bonate into the uranium od.de lattice. At the same time the addition, beinc in close

contact with urania- dioxide, shields a pert of its surface and at the same time re-

duces the area for o=ygea adsorption from the Lnseous phase tbus loeading to a reduction

in the cu:.ary rate of the oxidation procease

At 3300 the ecceleratinG effect of ea•.4-tures of alkali metal carbonates a&pears

in these stages, were considerable readjustumnt of crystalline lattice takes placee

The second LunerestinG fact is that in the presence of cembonates Cicappears the

induction period durif, the realization of the phase conversion

It is Inown(3 that if in tie old and new phases there axe no convergent areas an&



the difference in raramcters is Grat, the new phase cryotullIzes independcntl; Yi

does not reproduce the lattice of them iaitial substances The niost difficult U.&nt

in this case is the formwtioa of new phaoe nuclei. oCtly such a icture hase been

obuerved in the Laentioned pha--e conversion. 7hu catalytic effect of carbonates is

brouht down to the point, tht their particles ap-,ear to be crystallization centers

of nevi phasc, elixiinatin-- the induction periode

lossible is also another cause of the catalytic effect of carbonates. At 330O

at points of close contact of recacnts is not e::cluded the possibility of patial

,iration cf zotal Iens frrm the carbonate lattice into thet oz.Ce lattice, es:cciallI

sinac in the process of o::idation is created a P-etal I-rficiency in the M:ide 1ýase[2 °.

7-,c Lroc,-nce of foreir- ion iu the lattice of th oxide causes its dcfLuatio,

aeparaacc• f these or s.her types of distortions. Thc readjustment of such dintwrteOd

,ectiols iat3 a ne.w phase i:, rlized easier and faster,than the sections with norral

lattice*

The inhibiting effect of Potassiuir 4 carb-nate after preliLdnary annealing at 9300

is explained, ap.arently, by thL fact, that at tiba temperature potaszium carbonate

decomposes with fcrr-tion of X2 0 vith which the phase Up,,.xmax phase nuclei ori(l-

itinr, in the Drocess of wo•dation enter intc reaction forwin. ;-otassiumr diuranateO91.

The formation of potassium diuranate is indicated by the presence of dark-orange '7ains

in thr final -rcen-black reaction products

When evaluatiig the results of the effect of additions of small am.unts of foreiep

o:xides on the kinetics of uranium dioxidi oxidation it is a ezsary first of all to

take into consideration, that binary systems,including uranium wxide, are character-

ized by wide zones of solid solutions q just as the uraniuo-m en system in itself.

'•.o U02 and M02 o:,ides "rove a face centered cubical lattice (structure of fluoride

copounds) and as shown in rejort Odthey can form- with each other e continuous series

of solid soluticns * UQ• and ZrO2, as established in this report, below 19009, at a

F.'ZO.. ":'. •:-• 02Z•11



zirconium dioxide content of less than .52% (molar) forrm slid s lutions. ltanium di-

o..Us does not forn with uranium oxides any solid solutions nor chemsical compouinds,

The catalytic effect of Th02, &rt and 7102 oxides is particularly noticeable during

the f final stages of o•dation (see fico6),beinning with phase convurcion U036±OO5

U-t Uý,-1xc=* ioee when there is a substantial readjustment of crystalline -lttice0

B'vdeatly, additions of me.tiored oxides facilitate the formation of phase U0 2 *6_.xr

nuclei, acsxirig the role of active centers. It is also kaown, that oxides, capable

of dissolvinZ o.:yen, catalyze the reaction of oxidationt 13 . Sclubility of oygen

in oxides rises in the ThO2 , Zr02 , T102 series. This, most lilkely, ezxplains the estab-

lished by us specific effect of additions of Civen oxideso The inhibitizg effect of

thorium dioxide durinr the first stages of oxidation after preliminary annealing at 9000

is due to the fact thit at the time of arnnealing U0 2 and ThC2 forn a solid solution,

Addition of titanium di xide slows dodz in these conditions the roceZs, because it
sinterin

protes of uraniun dioxide [32'

Conclusions

1, The cxidation kinetics of uranium dioxide with atmospheric oxygen in the

range of from 165-8000 and air pressurea of 295 - 600 L= -3g, has been investigated.

The values of apparent activation energy of the proceas was calculated at variouts sta-

ges of oxidation.

2. Investigated were the kinetic characteristics of U02 oxidation with puro oxygen

at a range of from 125 to 3300 and p02= 100 mm H&

3, Phase conversion schemes have been introducod during the oxidation of uranium

dioxide at various temperature ranness"

4. The effect of additions of alkali rx-tal carbonates and oxides of Th02,ZrO2,Ti0 2

on the kinetic characteristics of U0 2 o=idation process with air has been investigated*

An explanation of thier effects is given,

.abmitteds April 22,i961
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